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Abstract
This paper examines Japanese economic policy through enactment of laws entitled the basic act
(kihon-ho). The basic act is enacted with the intention of indicating policy direction and the guidance
about the policy of the major areas in Japan after World War II, and in recent years the number of the
establishment increases. Starting with the Basic Act on Education (enacted in 1947), the Japanese Diet
has enacted more than 40 basic acts, including the Small and Medium−sized Enterprises Basic Act,
the Basic Act for Land, the Basic Act on Energy Policy and the Transport Policy Basic Act until recently.
Basic acts have been enacted over the various areas that are relevant to economic policy and economy.
Although many cases are studied from the legal to the entire basic acts, but they are less often dis-
cussed from the viewpoint of economy and economic policy. We would like to study how basic acts
are what can be understood in terms of economic policy here. Basic acts can be understood as a result





































1 ???? 5??1? 62???
2 ???? 8 2???
3 ???? 5??2? 62???
4 ???? 5??1? 49???
5 ???? 8 2???
6 ???? 8 1?2???


















7 ???? 5??1? 56?57???
8 ?????????????????????????????????????????
9 ???? 2 16???
10 ??????????????????????????????????????????????
?? ? ????????
? ? ?????? ??? ??????
1945??? ???????????? 2 1
1960???? ????????????? 5 1













































11 ???? 8 3???
12 ???? 8 3?4???
13 ???? 5??1? 56???






























14 ???? 4 229?231???






































18 ???? 1 114???
19 ???? 5??2? 48???
20 ???? 8 6???
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? ? 4?0? 4?2? 6?3? 12?7? 15?9?
???? 4?0? 1?1? 3?1? 3?0? 5?4?
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22 ???? 8 ??????
23 ??????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????
































































24 ???? 7 6???
25 ? 21????
26 ???? 5?1? 70???
27 ???????2012????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????126????? 42?
28 ???? 11 1???
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82? 1??5??9??83? 1??2005??? 2007??
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